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thermodynamics is used increasingly in ecology to understand the system properties of ecosystems because it is a basic science that describes energy transformation

from a holistic view in the last decade many contributions to ecosystem theory based on thermodynamics have been published therefore an important step toward

integrating these theories and encouraging a more wide spread use of them is to present them in one volume an ecosystem consists of interdependent living organisms

that are also interdependent with their environment all of which are involved in a constant transfer of energy and mass within a general state of equilibrium or dis

equilibrium thermodynamics can quantify exactly how organized or disorganized a system is an extremely useful to know when trying to understand how a dynamic

ecosystem is behaving a part of the environmental and ecological math modeling series thermodynamics and ecology is a book length study the first of its kind of the

current thinking on how an ecosystem can be explained and predicted in terms of its thermodynamical behavior after the introductory chapters on the fundamentals of

thermodynamics the book explains how thermodynamic theory can be specifically applied to the measurement of an ecosystem including the assessment of its state of

entropy and enthalpy additionally it will show economists how to put these theories to use when trying to quantify the movement of goods and services through another

type of complex living system a human society what s a witch to do when the meanest man in the county drops dead in his coleslaw during her shift at the local barbecue

joint noelle does what any good southern girl would do she flicks a wrist to clean up the mess then thanks the stars for doing the world a favor but that s just the

beginning she has the magical oversight committee on her back because she can t keep her unruly little sister in line and the hunky new city slicker sheriff would like to

take her to dinner except he suspects her of murder to top it off her possessed miniature donkey is being particularly calamitous and the old hens at the local beauty

parlor are laying bets on her love life a skydiving best friend and a bossy living impaired aunt become the least of her worries when the killer decides to bump up the plan

by bumping her off can she figure it out in time to save all that she holds dear or will noelle be next on the list of folks who ve turned up dead if you like laugh out loud
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southern wit magic and murder you ll fall in love with this witchy cozy mystery series nine field guides explore diverse topics such as urban geology and geoheritage in

metro vancouver the processes and postglacial adjustments of the cordilleran ice sheet and human interaction and adaptation to geological and climate changes in british

columbia over the past two decades the oil sands region of northeastern alberta has been the site of unprecedented levels of development alberta s lower athabasca

basin tells a fascinating story of how a catastrophic ice age flood left behind a unique landscape in the lower athabasca basin one that made deposits of bitumen available

for surface mining less well known is the discovery that this flood also produced an environment that supported perhaps the most intensive use of boreal forest resources

by prehistoric native people yet recognized in canada studies undertaken to meet the conservation requirements of the alberta historical resources act have yielded a rich

and varied record of prehistoric habitation and activity in the oil sands area evidence from between 9 500 and 5 000 years ago the result of several major excavations has

confirmed extensive human use of the region s resources while important contextual information provided by key geological and palaeoenvironmental studies has

deepened our understanding of how the region s early inhabitants interacted with the landscape touching on various elements of this rich environmental and

archaeological record the contributors to this volume use the evidence gained through research and compliance studies to offer new insights into human and natural

history they also examine the challenges of managing this irreplaceable heritage resource in the face of ongoing development contributors alwynne beaudoin angela

younie brian o k reeves duane froese elizabeth roberston eugene gryba gloria fedirchuk grant clarke john w ives janet blakey jennifer tischer jim burns laura roskowski luc

bouchet murray lobb nancy saxberg raymond leblanc robert r young robin woywitka thomas v lowell and timothy fisher this new edition of the only guide to detail all the

known routes on 570 peaks in the sierra is completely reorganized to be even more user friendly and includes more than 100 new routes route variations and winter

ascents the most popular guidebook to the magnificent sierra mountains has been expanded and improved there is 30 percent new content in this edition including new

route descriptions additional peaks described more historical information and gps enabled driving directions the content has also been completely rearranged to keep

roads and trails and passes and peaks together making the book easier to use four of the 30 maps have been revised the sierra climbing bible the los angeles times the

best field guide to the region men s journal the guide to the sierra nevada high country climbing magazine salvelinus species are one of the most thoroughly studied

groups of fishes many reasons explain this intense interest in charr biology charrs have a holarctic distribution encompassing many asian north american and european

countries and occupy diverse marine and freshwater environments furthermore the current distribution of charr includes areas that were directly influenced by climate and
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topographic change associated with the many pleistocene glaciations undoubtedly these conditions have promoted much of the tremendous morphological ecological and

genetic variability and plasticity within salvelinus species and they make charr very good models to study evolutionary processes in action many charr species also exhibit

demographic characteristics such as slow growth late maturity and life in extreme environments that may increase their susceptibility to extinction from habitat changes

and overexploitation especially in depauperate aquatic habitats this vulnerability makes understanding their biology of great relevance to biodiversity and conservation

finally charr are of great cultural commercial and recreational significance to many communities and their intimate linkage with human societies has stimulated much

interest in this enigmatic genus this volume comprises a selection of papers presented at the fourth international charr symposium held in trois rivières québec canada

from 26 june to 1 july 2000 it includes 31 papers on ecological interactions and behaviour trophic polymorphism movement and migration ecophysiology and evolutionary

genetics ecological parasitology environmental stress and conservation these studies cannot cover all recent developments in the ecology behaviour and conservation of

salvelinus species but collecting them into a special volume should bring attention to current research on this important genus and stimulate further work on salvelinus

species this book assembles evidence for the existence operation and slight asymmetry of directed forces starting with long term studies on canadian arctic lakes it

progresses to examination of the emergent properties of ecosystems in general the whole being held together by a theoretical framework based on the physical principles

of action the combination of energy and time work and power dinoflagellates are common unicellular organisms found in all types of aquatic ecosystems and are important

contributors to freshwater ecosystems as significant primary producers of biomass despite increasing interest in the biology of living and fossil dinoflagellates there has

been no compilation of dinoflagellate species found in north america since 1934 and no keys to species in freshwater dinoflagellates of north america susan carty provides

a much needed taxonomic guide covering canada the united states mexico all of central america the caribbean and greenland features of the book include identification of

dinoflagellate species distribution maps of species ecological and morphological keys to genera key to species within genus lists of references by location glossary and an

extensive illustration program following an introductory section on the biology morphology and ecology of freshwater dinoflagellates the species are presented in a field

guide format with distribution maps written descriptions emphasizing notable features line drawings and black and white and color micrographs welcome to mustang ridge

ranch where guests get a taste of life in the wild west and two cowpokes just might have a second chance at love when nina books a week s stay at mustang ridge the

vintage inspired interior designer is looking forward to some time away from the city s dating scene she s greeted by flower studded hills and snow capped mountains
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under a stunningly blue wyoming sky but her excitement fades when she spots a man she never wanted to see again why is ben there and dang it why is her heart racing

ben s sister cheryl had set him up on a date with nina months ago and even though things didn t work out cheryl still thinks they re meant for each other so she surprises

her brother with a trip to the ranch for his birthday besides a busy surgeon like ben needs a break from working at the hospital now that his schedule is out of the way can

he make time for nina or will one of the other rugged guests rustle her away includes a preview of the first mustang ridge novel summer at mustang ranch this important

book draws together for the first time a vastwealth of information on all major aspects of the farming of arcticcharr a highly prized and commercially valuable salmonid

theauthor gavin johnston who has many years experience of farmingarctic charr teaching about and researching the species hasproduced a book that is a landmark

publication and an essentialpurchase for all those involved with the species the book is broadly divided into three sections the firstsection covers arctic charr interactions

with humans and thecharr s biological requirements for culture section two is apractical guide to the art and science of early rearing arcticcharr a hands on application of

current knowledge in arctic charraquaculture the final section of the book focuses on thecommercial production of arctic charr providing cutting edgeinformation for all

those involved in the exploitation of thisvaluable species arctic charr aquaculture is an essential purchase foranyone involved in or considering involvement in farming of

thisspecies farm managers and other personnel in fish farms andexperimental aquaculture units fish and aquatic biologists willfind a huge amount of useful data in this

book libraries in alluniversity departments and research establishments whereaquaculture fisheries and fish biology are studies and taughtshould have copies of this book

on their shelves this book bringstogether for the first time the knowledge needed to farm and marketarctic charr part one is an overview of arctic charr

aquaculturebeginning with the history and development of charr aquaculture the biological attributes of arctic charr the physicalrequirements for growth and commercial

production requirements other chapters are devoted to charr health nutrition and feeding part two is a practical guide for the producer operating an arcticcharr farm either

as a vertically integrated operation or asdiscrete hatcheries and grow out farms part three is devoted tothe business of commercially producing arctic charr and althoughit

deals specifically with charr it also covers many businessaspects of farming relevant to any fish species under cold watercultivation it covers farm business management

the economics andfinance of arctic charr farming marketing charr products and aclosing section on how to avoid the pitfalls which others includingthe author have

experienced considers legislation to require recreational benefits and wildlife development evaluation for interior dept and army corps of engineers flood control navigation

and reclamation projects committee serial no 10 proceedings of the international symposium on arctic charr held in winnipeg 4 8 may 1981 on the campus of the
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university of manitoba a mad nazi plot gives cassidy a chance to save his estranged wife or lose her forever as the dust settles on world war ii detective lew cassidy s

wife has come back from the dead a german figure skater with a film star face she had returned to her home country when the war began to care for her ailing father

cassidy later heard she died during an allied bombing raid but in the weeks after the german surrender the us army finds her in bavaria stricken with amnesia and married

to manfred muller an ss swashbuckler at the top of the army s most wanted list in the war s last days muller escaped germany with a historic golden minotaur sculpture

planning to sell the statue and use the proceeds to establish a nazi underground in the united states when muller disappears in the wilds of maine the army gives cassidy

a chance to serve his country to catch the nazi he ll use his wife as bait and hope he doesn t lose her a second time set in an alternate present that is a slightly if

dangerously skewed version of our own keyhole factory tracks the interwoven destinies of disparate characters up to and beyond the end of the world as we know it

brought on by a global super virus beginning with a biting satire of an academic poetry conference the novel moves on to encompass the stories of a poet astronaut a

microbiologist contemplating an exit strategy from her high level job designing biological weapons a sports car driving killer who stages the aesthetic murders of utopian

commune dwellers and a lone pirate radio disc jockey who may be the last person left alive broadcasting her story to nobody allowing form and content to shape each

other william gillespie pries open the confusion in a moment of total crisis through a narrative web work technique derived from deranged fiction pioneer harry stephen

keeler part imaginative free for all and part deeply felt examination of isolation and survival the individual lives in keyhole factory shine through the chaos in all their beauty

and tragedy with his signature wit and originality gillespie spins a glittering fever dream that questions our assumptions about the way we interpret events and our relation

to the planet without ever losing sight of the underlying experience of what it feels like to be a human being in the world we live in today in the last thirty years humans

have probed the universe explored the solar system and visited with spacecraft some of the most incredible places humans have ever laid eyes upon we have expanded

our knowledge slowly and surely but still now only see a glimpse of the bigger picture the cosmic keyhole explores the big discoveries of recent years and asks what s

next how prolific is life in the universe how far back to the big bang can we probe and what hidden treasures still await us in the hidden corners of our solar system a

local authors uncovers the real boulder from the high mountains and sparkling streams of rocky mountain national park to the historic buildings shops galleries and more

no man in europe can stop bulldog drummond but now it s a woman s turn to try bulldog drummond has retired from fighting tyranny to live peacefully with his wife phyllis

in the english countryside he is just leaving his sleepy local pub when he is accosted by two sinister strangers with a few quick movements drummond leaves the men
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dazed bloodied and eager to make a hasty retreat the question is who sent them drummond is certain he knows a mysterious woman has lately been trying to intimidate

him and now she has decided to make her threats real the truth unfortunately is far more diabolical when he returns home drummond discovers that after their thrashing

at the pub the men went forward with their real plan kidnapping phyllis getting her back will be the most perilous adventure drummond has ever undertaken but he is

willing to risk everything and meet his most dangerous foe yet in order to keep his beloved wife safe this ebook has been professionally proofread to ensure accuracy and

readability on all devices
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Thermodynamics and Ecological Modelling 2018-10-03 thermodynamics is used increasingly in ecology to understand the system properties of ecosystems because it is a

basic science that describes energy transformation from a holistic view in the last decade many contributions to ecosystem theory based on thermodynamics have been

published therefore an important step toward integrating these theories and encouraging a more wide spread use of them is to present them in one volume an ecosystem

consists of interdependent living organisms that are also interdependent with their environment all of which are involved in a constant transfer of energy and mass within a

general state of equilibrium or dis equilibrium thermodynamics can quantify exactly how organized or disorganized a system is an extremely useful to know when trying to

understand how a dynamic ecosystem is behaving a part of the environmental and ecological math modeling series thermodynamics and ecology is a book length study

the first of its kind of the current thinking on how an ecosystem can be explained and predicted in terms of its thermodynamical behavior after the introductory chapters on

the fundamentals of thermodynamics the book explains how thermodynamic theory can be specifically applied to the measurement of an ecosystem including the

assessment of its state of entropy and enthalpy additionally it will show economists how to put these theories to use when trying to quantify the movement of goods and

services through another type of complex living system a human society

Sweet Murder 2017-10-25 what s a witch to do when the meanest man in the county drops dead in his coleslaw during her shift at the local barbecue joint noelle does

what any good southern girl would do she flicks a wrist to clean up the mess then thanks the stars for doing the world a favor but that s just the beginning she has the

magical oversight committee on her back because she can t keep her unruly little sister in line and the hunky new city slicker sheriff would like to take her to dinner except

he suspects her of murder to top it off her possessed miniature donkey is being particularly calamitous and the old hens at the local beauty parlor are laying bets on her

love life a skydiving best friend and a bossy living impaired aunt become the least of her worries when the killer decides to bump up the plan by bumping her off can she

figure it out in time to save all that she holds dear or will noelle be next on the list of folks who ve turned up dead if you like laugh out loud southern wit magic and murder

you ll fall in love with this witchy cozy mystery series

Technical Report 1970 nine field guides explore diverse topics such as urban geology and geoheritage in metro vancouver the processes and postglacial adjustments of

the cordilleran ice sheet and human interaction and adaptation to geological and climate changes in british columbia

Technical Report - Fisheries Research Board of Canada 1970 over the past two decades the oil sands region of northeastern alberta has been the site of unprecedented
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levels of development alberta s lower athabasca basin tells a fascinating story of how a catastrophic ice age flood left behind a unique landscape in the lower athabasca

basin one that made deposits of bitumen available for surface mining less well known is the discovery that this flood also produced an environment that supported

perhaps the most intensive use of boreal forest resources by prehistoric native people yet recognized in canada studies undertaken to meet the conservation requirements

of the alberta historical resources act have yielded a rich and varied record of prehistoric habitation and activity in the oil sands area evidence from between 9 500 and 5

000 years ago the result of several major excavations has confirmed extensive human use of the region s resources while important contextual information provided by

key geological and palaeoenvironmental studies has deepened our understanding of how the region s early inhabitants interacted with the landscape touching on various

elements of this rich environmental and archaeological record the contributors to this volume use the evidence gained through research and compliance studies to offer

new insights into human and natural history they also examine the challenges of managing this irreplaceable heritage resource in the face of ongoing development

contributors alwynne beaudoin angela younie brian o k reeves duane froese elizabeth roberston eugene gryba gloria fedirchuk grant clarke john w ives janet blakey

jennifer tischer jim burns laura roskowski luc bouchet murray lobb nancy saxberg raymond leblanc robert r young robin woywitka thomas v lowell and timothy fisher

Trials and Tribulations of Life on an Active Subduction Zone: 2014-10-01 this new edition of the only guide to detail all the known routes on 570 peaks in the sierra is

completely reorganized to be even more user friendly and includes more than 100 new routes route variations and winter ascents the most popular guidebook to the

magnificent sierra mountains has been expanded and improved there is 30 percent new content in this edition including new route descriptions additional peaks described

more historical information and gps enabled driving directions the content has also been completely rearranged to keep roads and trails and passes and peaks together

making the book easier to use four of the 30 maps have been revised the sierra climbing bible the los angeles times the best field guide to the region men s journal the

guide to the sierra nevada high country climbing magazine

Alberta’s Lower Athabasca Basin 2017-05-24 salvelinus species are one of the most thoroughly studied groups of fishes many reasons explain this intense interest in

charr biology charrs have a holarctic distribution encompassing many asian north american and european countries and occupy diverse marine and freshwater

environments furthermore the current distribution of charr includes areas that were directly influenced by climate and topographic change associated with the many

pleistocene glaciations undoubtedly these conditions have promoted much of the tremendous morphological ecological and genetic variability and plasticity within
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salvelinus species and they make charr very good models to study evolutionary processes in action many charr species also exhibit demographic characteristics such as

slow growth late maturity and life in extreme environments that may increase their susceptibility to extinction from habitat changes and overexploitation especially in

depauperate aquatic habitats this vulnerability makes understanding their biology of great relevance to biodiversity and conservation finally charr are of great cultural

commercial and recreational significance to many communities and their intimate linkage with human societies has stimulated much interest in this enigmatic genus this

volume comprises a selection of papers presented at the fourth international charr symposium held in trois rivières québec canada from 26 june to 1 july 2000 it includes

31 papers on ecological interactions and behaviour trophic polymorphism movement and migration ecophysiology and evolutionary genetics ecological parasitology

environmental stress and conservation these studies cannot cover all recent developments in the ecology behaviour and conservation of salvelinus species but collecting

them into a special volume should bring attention to current research on this important genus and stimulate further work on salvelinus species

Missouri River Basin Progress Report 1956 this book assembles evidence for the existence operation and slight asymmetry of directed forces starting with long term

studies on canadian arctic lakes it progresses to examination of the emergent properties of ecosystems in general the whole being held together by a theoretical

framework based on the physical principles of action the combination of energy and time work and power

The High Sierra 2009 dinoflagellates are common unicellular organisms found in all types of aquatic ecosystems and are important contributors to freshwater ecosystems

as significant primary producers of biomass despite increasing interest in the biology of living and fossil dinoflagellates there has been no compilation of dinoflagellate

species found in north america since 1934 and no keys to species in freshwater dinoflagellates of north america susan carty provides a much needed taxonomic guide

covering canada the united states mexico all of central america the caribbean and greenland features of the book include identification of dinoflagellate species distribution

maps of species ecological and morphological keys to genera key to species within genus lists of references by location glossary and an extensive illustration program

following an introductory section on the biology morphology and ecology of freshwater dinoflagellates the species are presented in a field guide format with distribution

maps written descriptions emphasizing notable features line drawings and black and white and color micrographs

Ecology, behaviour and conservation of the charrs, genus Salvelinus 2002-07-31 welcome to mustang ridge ranch where guests get a taste of life in the wild west and two

cowpokes just might have a second chance at love when nina books a week s stay at mustang ridge the vintage inspired interior designer is looking forward to some time
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away from the city s dating scene she s greeted by flower studded hills and snow capped mountains under a stunningly blue wyoming sky but her excitement fades when

she spots a man she never wanted to see again why is ben there and dang it why is her heart racing ben s sister cheryl had set him up on a date with nina months ago

and even though things didn t work out cheryl still thinks they re meant for each other so she surprises her brother with a trip to the ranch for his birthday besides a busy

surgeon like ben needs a break from working at the hospital now that his schedule is out of the way can he make time for nina or will one of the other rugged guests

rustle her away includes a preview of the first mustang ridge novel summer at mustang ranch

Surface Water Records of Wyoming 1961 this important book draws together for the first time a vastwealth of information on all major aspects of the farming of arcticcharr

a highly prized and commercially valuable salmonid theauthor gavin johnston who has many years experience of farmingarctic charr teaching about and researching the

species hasproduced a book that is a landmark publication and an essentialpurchase for all those involved with the species the book is broadly divided into three sections

the firstsection covers arctic charr interactions with humans and thecharr s biological requirements for culture section two is apractical guide to the art and science of early

rearing arcticcharr a hands on application of current knowledge in arctic charraquaculture the final section of the book focuses on thecommercial production of arctic charr

providing cutting edgeinformation for all those involved in the exploitation of thisvaluable species arctic charr aquaculture is an essential purchase foranyone involved in or

considering involvement in farming of thisspecies farm managers and other personnel in fish farms andexperimental aquaculture units fish and aquatic biologists willfind a

huge amount of useful data in this book libraries in alluniversity departments and research establishments whereaquaculture fisheries and fish biology are studies and

taughtshould have copies of this book on their shelves this book bringstogether for the first time the knowledge needed to farm and marketarctic charr part one is an

overview of arctic charr aquaculturebeginning with the history and development of charr aquaculture the biological attributes of arctic charr the physicalrequirements for

growth and commercial production requirements other chapters are devoted to charr health nutrition and feeding part two is a practical guide for the producer operating an

arcticcharr farm either as a vertically integrated operation or asdiscrete hatcheries and grow out farms part three is devoted tothe business of commercially producing

arctic charr and althoughit deals specifically with charr it also covers many businessaspects of farming relevant to any fish species under cold watercultivation it covers

farm business management the economics andfinance of arctic charr farming marketing charr products and aclosing section on how to avoid the pitfalls which others

includingthe author have experienced
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Imperfect Symmetry 2002 considers legislation to require recreational benefits and wildlife development evaluation for interior dept and army corps of engineers flood

control navigation and reclamation projects

Geographic Names of the Antarctic 1995 committee serial no 10

Public Works for Water, Pollution Control, and Power Development and Atomic Energy Commission Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1973 1972 proceedings of the

international symposium on arctic charr held in winnipeg 4 8 may 1981 on the campus of the university of manitoba

Hearings, Reports and Prints of the Senate Committee on Appropriations 1972 a mad nazi plot gives cassidy a chance to save his estranged wife or lose her forever as

the dust settles on world war ii detective lew cassidy s wife has come back from the dead a german figure skater with a film star face she had returned to her home

country when the war began to care for her ailing father cassidy later heard she died during an allied bombing raid but in the weeks after the german surrender the us

army finds her in bavaria stricken with amnesia and married to manfred muller an ss swashbuckler at the top of the army s most wanted list in the war s last days muller

escaped germany with a historic golden minotaur sculpture planning to sell the statue and use the proceeds to establish a nazi underground in the united states when

muller disappears in the wilds of maine the army gives cassidy a chance to serve his country to catch the nazi he ll use his wife as bait and hope he doesn t lose her a

second time

Hearings 1973 set in an alternate present that is a slightly if dangerously skewed version of our own keyhole factory tracks the interwoven destinies of disparate characters

up to and beyond the end of the world as we know it brought on by a global super virus beginning with a biting satire of an academic poetry conference the novel moves

on to encompass the stories of a poet astronaut a microbiologist contemplating an exit strategy from her high level job designing biological weapons a sports car driving

killer who stages the aesthetic murders of utopian commune dwellers and a lone pirate radio disc jockey who may be the last person left alive broadcasting her story to

nobody allowing form and content to shape each other william gillespie pries open the confusion in a moment of total crisis through a narrative web work technique

derived from deranged fiction pioneer harry stephen keeler part imaginative free for all and part deeply felt examination of isolation and survival the individual lives in

keyhole factory shine through the chaos in all their beauty and tragedy with his signature wit and originality gillespie spins a glittering fever dream that questions our

assumptions about the way we interpret events and our relation to the planet without ever losing sight of the underlying experience of what it feels like to be a human
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being in the world we live in today

General Information Regarding Rocky Mountain National Park 1917 in the last thirty years humans have probed the universe explored the solar system and visited with

spacecraft some of the most incredible places humans have ever laid eyes upon we have expanded our knowledge slowly and surely but still now only see a glimpse of

the bigger picture the cosmic keyhole explores the big discoveries of recent years and asks what s next how prolific is life in the universe how far back to the big bang can

we probe and what hidden treasures still await us in the hidden corners of our solar system

Bureau of Reclamation Progress 1968 a local authors uncovers the real boulder from the high mountains and sparkling streams of rocky mountain national park to the

historic buildings shops galleries and more

Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado 1938 no man in europe can stop bulldog drummond but now it s a woman s turn to try bulldog drummond has retired from

fighting tyranny to live peacefully with his wife phyllis in the english countryside he is just leaving his sleepy local pub when he is accosted by two sinister strangers with a

few quick movements drummond leaves the men dazed bloodied and eager to make a hasty retreat the question is who sent them drummond is certain he knows a

mysterious woman has lately been trying to intimidate him and now she has decided to make her threats real the truth unfortunately is far more diabolical when he returns

home drummond discovers that after their thrashing at the pub the men went forward with their real plan kidnapping phyllis getting her back will be the most perilous

adventure drummond has ever undertaken but he is willing to risk everything and meet his most dangerous foe yet in order to keep his beloved wife safe this ebook has

been professionally proofread to ensure accuracy and readability on all devices
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The Keeler Keyhole Collection 2008-04

Active Names of Reclamation Projects and Major Structures 1991

Ecology 1995

Freshwater Dinoflagellates of North America 2014-08-02
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Sunset At Keyhole Canyon 2013-05-07

Science for Floodplain Management Into the 21st Century 2000

Arctic Charr Aquaculture 2008-04-15

Selected Water Resources Abstracts 1991

American Aberdeen-Angus Herd Book 1960

Water Resources Data for South Dakota 1978

Evaluation of Recreational Benefits from Reservoirs 1957

Establishment of a National Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission 1957

Biology of the Arctic Charr 1984-01-01

Kiss Me Twice 2012-08-14

Report of the Commissioner of the Bureau of Reclamation to the Secretary of the Interior: Statistical Appendix 1958

Planning & Zoning News 1994

Keyhole Factory 2012-11-06

The Cosmic Keyhole 2009-09-18

Insiders' Guide® to Boulder and Rocky Mountain National Park 2009-08-18

The Female of the Species 2014-11-25
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